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Watch video!
Scan the QR-code to

watch the video about 
NAGA nord boards.

Magnetic Circle boards 
A magnetic circle board represents a

combination of simple Nordic style
and functionality.

The boards are magnetic, which allows 
you to attach various accessories onto 
the board with super-strong magnets.

The glass boards and mirrors also have
a write-on/wipe-off function.

You can write on the glass with a chalk 
marker or with a regular whiteboard
marker, and once the text has dried,
you can easily wipe the board clean.

NAGA magnetic circle boards are offered 
in a great variety of materials, surfaces, 

sizes and colours.
The boards are made of natural materials, 

so identical colour and structure of the 
boards cannot be guaranteed.

NAGA Nord circle boards are decorative 
and practical in every room of your home.

This product range offers exciting materials, shapes and colours 
with many options for storage as well as for decoration.
It will serve your aims for every room in your home. 

All the materials, surfaces and colours have been purposefully 
developed in the simple Nordic style and inspired by nature. 

These uniquely shaped design products can be mixed and
matched in many optional combinations to fit any interior style.

Simple Nordic Style 

Please note that you can only
use Super Strong magnets

on our magnetic boards

Unique Danish design on your wall
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Dia. 25 cm.
All the boards are magnetic,

which allows you to attach various accessories
onto the board with super strong magnets. The glass 

boards and mirrors also have a write on/wipe off function.

Magnetic Circle boards 

Unique Danish design on your wall

70220
Rose glass

70260
Jeans glass

70261
Dove glass

70280
Creme glass

70251
Dark green glass

70392
Walnut veneer

70390
Oak veneer

70360
Mirror

70201
Black glass

70210
Grey glass
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Magnetic Circle boards 

All the boards are magnetic, which
allows you to attach various

accessories onto the board with
super strong magnets.

The glass boards also have a write 
on/wipe off function.

Dia. 35 cm.

70451
Dark Green glass

70421
Deep Red glass

70420
Rose glass

70460
Jeans glass

70440
Yellow glass

70450
Olive

70510
Classic marble
glass

70517
Grey Mix
Terrazzo glass

70516
White

Terrazzo glass

70515
Black

Terrazzo glass

70581
Terracotta

70570
Metal Iron

70580
Concrete



Dia. 45 cm.
All the boards are magnetic,

which allows you to attach various accessories
onto the board with super strong magnets. The glass 

boards and mirrors also have a write on/wipe off function.

Magnetic Circle boards 
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70792
Walnut veneer

70791
Teak veneer

70790
Oak veneer

70760
Mirror

70601
Black glass

70910
Dark Cork
pin board

Pins

NON
magnetic
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Magnetic Circle boards 
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71090
Oak veneer

71002
PURE White glass

Dia. 80 cm.
The boards are magnetic, which allows

you to attach various accessories onto the
board with super strong magnets. The glass

boards also have a write on/wipe off function.

PURE WHITE or optical white glass
is Low-Iron Glass allowing non tinted transmission through the glass of the white paint finish 

on the back. Low Iron glass is optically absolutely clear due to the reduced iron content. Due to 
iron mineral traces the standard glass obtains its green appearance. Casual green appearance 

of the glass has been eliminated in a special process, leaving the glass white and clear. Therefore 
you should choose PURE WHITE glass boards if you want a PURE Brilliant White finish.

71001
Black glass
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71602
PURE White glass / Oak veneer

Week planner / English

NAGA
Magnetic Combi
Week Planner
is trademark

protected
Design number

005696002-0001
 

71590
Oak veneer
Designed to 
be hung
horizontally
or vertically.

71502
PURE White 
glass
Designed to 
be hung
horizontally
or vertically.

Magnetic boards 
50 x 70 cm.

The boards are magnetic, which allows you to attach various 
accessories onto the board with super strong magnets.

The glass boards also have a write on/wipe off function.

70970
60 x 60 cm.

Incl. 1 oak magnet and 1 pcs. chalk.

Magnetic Chalk board

70971
50 x 100 cm.
Incl. 1 oak magnet and 1 pcs. chalk.
Designed to be hung
horizontally or vertically.

With a 2,5 cm wooden frame.
Write with a chalk and attach things to the board with magnets.
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Dia. 10 cm.
A magnet for knives or keys representing the combination of the simple Nordic style and functionality.

It can be used as a holder for knives, keys, scissors and other metal items.
Can be attached as a magnet to a board, to a refrigerator or to any other metallic

surface, as well as mounted on a wall or on tiles with the double-sided adhesive tape provided.

Magnet Holder 

70850
Oak

veneer

70801
Black 
glass

70817 
Grey Mix
Terrazzo

glass

70815
Black
Terrazzo
glass

Unique Danish design on your wall
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Dia. 10 cm.
2-in-1 / Hook with a key magnet.

Perfect for hanging coats, bags, scarves, and more.
Can also be used as a key holder.

The glass hooks have a write on/wipe off function.

Magnet Hooks 

70901
Black 

glass

70950
Oak

veneer

70915
Black

Terrazzo
glass

70917
Grey Mix

 Terrazzo
glass

70916
White

Terrazzo
glass

Hooks 1,2 x 5,5 cm. 2 pcs.
70951 Black metal with a black dot

70952 Black metal with a black cube
70955 Black metal with an oak dot

Hooks
Loop Hooks 3 x 11 x 3,5 cm.
70761 Oak with black leather
70765 Oak with nature leather
70762 Black with black leather Hooks
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All NAGA magnets are Super strong in order
to stick to our boards as well as to all the

other types of magnetic boards, fridges etc.

Super Strong Magnets 

70050
Teak
Dia. 2,5 cm.

2 pcs.
70032

Brown  & Cognac
Leather look
Dia. 2,5 cm.

2 pcs.

70034
Creme & Jeans

Leather look
Dia. 2,5 cm.
2 pcs.

70033
Rose & 

Khaki
Leather look

Dia. 2,5 cm.
2 pcs.

70031
Matt Gold

Leather look
Dia. 2,5 cm.
2 pcs.

20012 
Steel 
Dia. 1 
cm.
4 pcs.

70046
Dark green & 

Deep red Velour
Dia. 2,5 cm.
2 pcs.

70047
Dark blue
& Jeans blue

Velour
Dia. 2,5 cm.

2 pcs.

70045
Dark rose & Wine red 

Velour
Dia. 2,5 

cm.
2 pcs.

70035
Black & Grey

Leather 
look

Dia. 2,5 cm.
2 pcs.

20290
Oak veneer

2,5 x 2,5 cm.
2 pcs.

20202
White acrylic
2,5 x 2,5 cm.

2 pcs.

20201
Black 
acrylic
2,5 x 2,5 
cm.

2 pcs.

20321
Walnut, Wood
Dia. 2 cm.
3 pcs.

20320
Oak, Wood
Dia. 2 cm.
3 pcs.

70030
Cork
Dia. 
2,5 

cm.
2 pcs.
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You can apply the magnetic box as a pen holder or as a flower pot holder.
If applied as a flower pot holder, you should wrap the soil into a plastic bag

as the holder is not waterproof.

70120
Super Strong Magnetic Box
Bamboo
round shape
9,5 x 8 x 4,5 cm.

70170
Wooden pins
Dia. 1 cm
12 pcs.

Accessories 

23951
Super Strong Magnetic Box
6 x 6 x 6 cm.

23949
Super Strong Magnetic
Bamboo Box
6,5 x 6 x 6,5 cm.

23933
Chalk holder

Inclusive 12 
pcs. chalk

23930
Chalk

12 pcs. 

70120
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Useful for storage as well as for decoration.
All these products have a magnetic effect

and can also be used with magnets.

Black Metal products

70982
Hexagon Grid
40 x 60 cm.
Use with S-hooks for storage and with magnets as a magnetic board.
Incl. 4 S-hooks.
Designed to be hung horizontally or vertically.

70981
Metal Grid

80 x 60 cm.
Incl. Shelf 35 x 14 x 8.5 cm.,

Basket 25 x 8 x 8.5 cm. & 4 - S-hooks 4 cm.

70143
Double shelf.

20 x 20 x 20 cm.

70144
Triple shelf.

20 x 20 x 40 cm.

70141
Gallery shelf.
90 cm.

70140
Gallery shelf.
45 cm.

70983
S-hooks
4 cm.
6 pcs.

70142
Magazine holder

26 x 57 cm.
Use for storing magazines or books.
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Decorative and practical storage
with many applications.

Storage Solutions 

70960
Photo frame / Pin board.
Hessian with black MDF frame and glass front.
30 x 40 cm.
Incl. 3 small needles.

70770
Black organizer board.

50 x 60 cm.
With 2 shelves 12,5 x 30 cm,

1 shelf 12,5 x 40 cm
and 4 extra sticks 14 cm.

Designed to be hung horizontally or vertically

70163
Clear acrylic display case.

45 x 45 x 10 cm.
Can be turned as desired.

70161
Clear acrylic Gallery shelf.
100 cm.

70160
Clear acrylic
Gallery shelf.
50 cm.

70162
Clear acrylic Magazine holder.
24 x 30 cm.

Wooden pins 
not incl.



Dia. 45 cm.
All the boards are magnetic,

which allows you to attach various accessories
onto the board with super strong magnets. The glass

boards and mirrors also have a write on/wipe off function.

Magnetic Circle boards 

Unique Danish design on your wall
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Lifetime Warranty 
on glass surfaces
NAGA products undergo strict quality control

Packaging and DisplayWe therefore give a lifetime warranty on all board surfaces in glass.
The guarantee does not apply in cases of misuse, improper use or 
other uses than a board mounted on indoor walls.

Our packaging has been developed in order to 
present the colours and materials of our 

products in the best possible way.
All packaging is streamlined, which makes our 
products easy to identify and ensures optimal 
display solutions at the point 

of sale.
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Markers
Ideal for decorating and writing on glass, whiteboards, windows, 

glossy boards, mirrors and almost all non-porous surfaces.
Based on liquid chalk. Easy to wipe off, when it is dry.

Dry erase: Use a dry cloth or a board eraser.
Wet erase: Use a cloth dampened with water or board cleaner.

Make your marker magnetic:
A ring mounted on to the marker can then be hung on the board
with a magnet.

23910
Rings for markers
6 pcs. for 2 mm.

23912
Rings for markers
6 pcs. for 4,5 mm.

Chalk Markers, 2 mm.

22120
Green and

Yellow
4,5 mm.

22116
White
2 pcs.

4,5 mm.

22115
Black
2 pcs.

4,5 mm.

22121
Pink and

Orange
4,5 mm.

22131
Wet erase

Silver
4,5 mm.

22130
Wet erase

Gold
4,5 mm.

22111
White
2 pcs.

2 mm.

22110
Black
2 pcs.

2 mm.

22112
Wet erase

Blue and
Pink metalic

2 mm.

Watch the video!
Scan the QR-code to watch the video

difference between Dry and Wet erase.

Chalk Markers, 4,5 mm.
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Dia. 45 cm.
All the boards are magnetic,

which allows you to attach various accessories
onto the board with super strong magnets. The glass

boards and mirrors also have a write on/wipe off function.

Magnetic Circle boards 
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NAGA A/S
Denmark
Phone +45 7634 7500
naga@naga.dk
www.naga.dk

We just love to see
our products in use

Feel free sharing
your picture

Rembember to use 
#mynagaboard

NAGA Denmark

@nagadenmark

Danish design on your wall


